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#BeSleepless.  

If you are a filmmaker in the CineCoup film accelerator, most of your internal 
thoughts now form as hashtags.  You’ve probably woken up at night with 
nightmares about incomplete mission videos, but let’s be honest, eight hours of 
sleep is a way of the past for us now.  For twelve weeks we've eaten, slept and 
breathed this competition... and I wouldn’t have it any other way.  CineCoup is a 
unique filmmaking platform that has allowed team WOLFCOP to fully package 
and market our concept, generate fans, and make some great memories. 

The CineCoup program goes beyond what even the most ambitions indie 
filmmakers might prepare when pitching their project for development.  Like any 
good challenge, you get out of it what you put in. If you take the process 
seriously – like our Power Trio and whole team did - you will walk away with a 
strong portfolio that includes one-sheets, posters, media contacts, marketing 
tools, casting suggestions and most importantly a fan base.     

CineCoup encourages indie filmmakers to use social media platforms such as 
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube to reach their audience. The distilling and honing 
of ideas helps you find the best possible version of your project. You create 
weekly content to communicate that vision to fans as well as potential financial 
investors. The feedback and response generated by this immersive program 
forces you to really reflect on your ideas and how you want to brand your film - 
and yourself.  

As the writer and director of WOLFCOP, what has surprised me the most about 
the experience is the overwhelmingly positive response we’ve received. The 
development process of feature films is often done undercover and I must admit, 
sharing WOLFCOP prior to filming the feature made me nervous. Looking back 
now I have no regrets. It was worth it for the exposure alone - not just on the 
CineCoup site, but on international blogs, horror fan pages, and popular 
entertainment websites such as JoBlo and io9. 

The feedback and momentum gained from the CineCoup experience has made 
me more confident than ever in WOLFCOP. I look back specifically to one key 
moment in our campaign. During the Top 15 vote we got a booth at the Calgary 
Comic and Entertainment Expo to generate more buzz. It was a big “make or 
break” moment for us. We knew that savvy comic and genre fans could sniff out 
fear or cheap gimmicks. Would WOLFCOP grab their attention? By the end of 
the weekend word had spread, and new fans were coming to our booth to seek 
us out. People unfamiliar with CineCoup were watching our trailer in fascination, 
asking how they could help get our movie made. Memories like this renew my 
passion. I remain fiercely excited to make WOLFCOP and make it RIGHT.



Thank you to our family, friends, fans and supporters who have backed us 
through this entire process.  A special thank you to the sponsors and talented 
artists who have donated their time and expertise bringing our WOLFCOP 
campaign to life. Thank you to the team behind CineCoup for allowing us to take 
part in this filmmaking platform and gain exposure on an international stage. 
This really has been a great experience, and I encourage all passionate indie 
filmmaker’s to sign up for the next round of CineCoup. 

Just make sure you stock up on energy drinks and sleep in the weeks prior to 
launch. 

#Seriously


